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What is an Index?

A detailed list, usually arranged alphabetically, of 

the specific information in a publication.

� Index is a critical information access tool.

� Readers depend on an index to find the 
information they need.

Why do we need an Index?



Topics for today’s discussion

� Components of an Index

� Steps to Generate an Index in 
FrameMaker

� Tips to create a Usable Index



Components of an Index

�An Index Marker
A marker symbol “T” appears on the content, when 
text symbols are visible.

�An Index Entry

�An Index Page
The platform to display your 
document’s index.



Steps to Generate an Index in 
FrameMaker

1. Add Index Markers 

� Examples of Commonly Used Building Blocks

2. Add an Index page to your book

3. Generate an Index

4. Set an Index Page Template



1. Click where you want to insert the marker and 
choose Special > Marker. 

2. Choose the Index marker type from the pop-up 
menu. 

3. Enter the text of the index entry in the Marker
dialog box.

4. Click New Marker. A marker symbol “T” appears 
when text symbols are visible.

Next > Examples of Commonly Used Building Blocks

Adding Index Markers



Commonly used Building Blocks

Specifies a sort order. Ex.[ ] (brackets)

Displays the paragraph’s default 
font.

<Default Para Font>

To change the character format.Character tag 
between angle 
brackets (< >)

Displays the page number for an 

entry that follows a <$nopage> 

building block.

<$singlepage>

To hide display of the page number 
in the entry. Ex.

<$nopage>

Marks the end of a page range. Ex.<$endrange>

Marks the beginning of a page range<$startrange>

Separates entries in a marker. Ex.;(semicolon)

To separate levels in an entry. Ex.:(colon)

DefinitionBuilding Block



Using Subentries

To create a subentry:
Separate the entry from the subentry with a colon (:)

For an example, let us create the sample subentry in 

Chapter 1 in the book.

Sentinel RMS
Design Licenses 2

Sentinel 
RMS:Design 
Licenses

Result in IndexMarker Text



Separating entries in a 
Marker

To separate entries in a Marker:
Separate one entry from another with a semicolon (;) 

For an example, let us refer back to Chapter 2 in the

book.

roles 11

Responsibilities 11

roles;responsibi
lities

Result in IndexMarker Text



Using page ranges in Index 
entries

To create a page range for an index entry:
1. Insert an index marker at the beginning of the information, 

with <$startrange> at the beginning of the marker text. 

2. Add an index marker <$endrange> at the end of the 
information. 

Sample example in Chapter 3.

getting started 17-34<$startrange>getting 
started

<$endrange>getting 
started

Result in IndexMarker Text



Using cross-references in 
Index entries

Insert a marker and use <$nopage> at the beginning of the 

marker text to prevent a page number from appearing with this 

entry. Sample example in Chapter 4.

License 
Generation 
Service. See Also 
Use Case Scenarios

<$nopage>License 
Generation Service. See Also 
Use Case Scenarios

Result in IndexMarker Text



Using cross-references in 
Index entries

License Generation 
Service. See Also
Use Case Scenarios

<$nopage>License 
Generation 
Service.<Emphasis> See 
Also Use Case Scenarios

Character Formats

License Generation 
Service. See Also
Use Case Scenarios

<$nopage>License 
Generation 
Service.<Emphasis> See 
Also <Default Para Font> 
Use Case Scenarios

Result in IndexMarker Text



Using cross-references in 
Index entries

License Generation 
Service. See Use 
Case Scenarios

Use Case Scenarios 
53

<$nopage>License 
Generation Service. See 
Use Case 
Scenarios;<$singlepage>Use 
Case Scenarios

Result in IndexMarker Text



Specifying Sort Orders in an 
Index

An Index is sorted so that special symbols appear first, numbers

appear second, and alphabetic characters appear last. You can 

change where an entry appears in the index by specifying a sort 

order. Sample example in Chapter 5.

Z

015B6DDF99DD1
0457f9AD71B86E
A688141    89

015B6DDF99DD10457f9
AD71B86EA688141[z]

Result in IndexMarker Text



Specifying Sort Orders in an 
Index

Class

b   53
k   53
w   53

z    53

See Also Web site, 
Technical   Support 53

Class:See Also Web site, 
Technical Support[Class:zz]

Result in IndexMarker Text

To make a See also cross-reference in a subentry, the last 
one under the main entry. Sample example in Chapter 6.



Adding an Index page to 
your book

1. Open the Book View.

2. Click Add > Standard Index.

3. Include – Markers of Index Type

4. Click Add.



Generate Index

Click the Update button on the Update Book 

dialog to generate an Index.



Set an Index Page Template

� Index Chapter Name

�Levels

�Group Titles



Tips For Usable Indexing



Editing Markers

� ALWAYS, make your edits in the marker, NOT the

index. If you make edits in the index, the next time 

you generate, your changes will be lost! CTRL-ALT-

click on the page reference in a generated index to 

automatically go to the marker for that index.

An example on Editing and Deleting a Marker.



A Basic Design Tip!

� Decide on the number of columns according to the 

page size.



To Use Special Characters

� To enter a backslash or any special character used in 

these building blocks-- colon, semicolon,bracket, or 

angle bracket--as regular characters, precede it 
with a backslash ( \ ).



Choosing Intuitive Entries

� Don’t index only passing references to a subject. 
The page being referenced should have significant 
information about the subject.

� Be sure to index tasks. For example:

Reports, printing

Printing reports



Choosing Intuitive Entries

� Don’t forget to index the appendices!

� Always use the gerund form of the verb (installing, 
requesting, creating)…….ending with ing and 
referring to some action.



Choosing Consistent Entries

� Be careful of singular and plural entries. If you have 
a main entry for certificate, and another main entry 
for certificates, you should combine those into one 
main entry (with the corresponding sub-entries). 
Whether you choose to use the singular or plural 
does not matter, but you should be consistent 
throughout your index.



Using Connecting Words

�Use connecting words (the, of, with, and) to make 

entries easier to understand. 

For example: configuration

getting help with 

problems with 



Page Referencing

Don’t split a page reference between lines.

Don’t:time, changing and setting 34-
35

�Do:time, changing and 

Setting 34-35



Permutations and 
Combinations

� Always see if you can turn the words in an entry 
around to create another entry. For example, 
“certificates, migrating” can be switched to become 
“migrating certificates”. 



Short and Simple Sub-entries

� Keep subentries as short as possible. 
�Use up to two levels of subentries, for a total of 3 
levels. 
Don’t: book

creating
saving, as ASCII text
saving, to different drive

Do:book
creating
saving
as ASCII text

to different drive



Formatting

�Capitalize only proper nouns and words that are 

capitalized in the text. All other index entries 

should be lower-case.

� If a file name is italicized in the text, it should 

also be italicized in the index.

� Italicize third level sub-entries.



Happy
Indexing !


